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Face Material 100mµ white monomeric PVC 
film. 

 Adhesive 35mµ acrylic permanent grey-
opaque exhibiting good tack and peel adhesion. 

 

 
Liner 145µm white kraft siliconized paper 

 

Laminate 70µm matt clear polymeric PVC film 
coated with a pressure sensitive acrylic adhesive. 
The laminate gives the print mechanical 
protection as well as protection from 
contaminants such as solvents, diluted acids and 
oils. Gives protection from UV rays for 5-7 years 
on a vertical surface (centra Europe). 

Printing Ink Eco-solvent ink-jet ink in Cyan, 
Magenta, Yellow, Black, White, Light Magenta 
and Light Cyan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All data given is considered reliable but does not constitute a warranty. It is the responsibility of the user to satisfy themselves as to 
the suitability of the product for the particular application and conditions. A sample for this purpose will be supplied on request. 

 

General All size labels, decals and rolls up to a maximum of 1,250mm wide. 210mµ total construction 
thickness, durable soft monomeric vinyl coated with high-tack permanent grey-opaque self-adhesive. 
Printed with solvent ink-jet CMYKLcLmW which can include barcode and human readable variable fields 
- either sequential or from customer database - and laminated with clear vinyl perm. 
 
Applications Identification of pipework and services including colour-coding, direction arrows and 
hazard symbols. The labels, decals and rolls are resistant to mild acids and alkalis, oils and many other 
chemicals but testing on your particular application is imperative. 
 
Application temperature +10°C 
 
Service temperature 20°C to +70°C 
 
Product life Minimum outdoor life 2 years. 
 
Special considerations Maximum bond strength is achieved if the surface is clean dry and sound. 
When wrapping pipes (especially lagged pipes) allow an overlap so one end of the pipe-wrap sticks onto 
itself. 
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